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makeshift resource
ongoing photographic series (online &
print)
size variable
2007-ongoing
with/for makers around the globe
http://tinyurl.com/makeshifting
Research on everyday resourcefulness
and improvisations around the world,
including makeshift constructions, fixes
and small modifications of private and
urban spaces, made by common people
using frugal and "waste" materials.
Gathered from Asia, Europe and New
Zealand (so far), I will turn this into a
creative commons toolkit during my
MFA.
The online resource started during my
residency with Sa Sa Art Projects
(Cambodia), 2014.
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Games Afternoons: improvising Games from Slums, Megaregions and
Super Cities
convivial activities using laminated cards of makeshift photo
collection
size variable, 2014-ongoing
collaboration with Chris Berthelsen and companions
RM(Auckland) and other nomadic locations
Experiments in creating activities with laminated cards of the makeshift
resource, first tested in RM and constantly in development over my
nomadic adventures in Europe and Asia. The cards are excellent as
conversation starters and are frequently gifted.
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A shared space for making (from free materials) and sharing stories of local
making. We invited contributions from the makerspace, multicultural
community groups, local artists/designers, DIY bike workshop, dancers.
Activities include workshops with jewellery maker Andrea Muggeridge, local
schools and contact improvisation jams.
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small modifications
participatory exhibition/installation,
five weeks, 2016
with Chris Berthelsen, Andrea Bell and
companions
Dunedin Public Art Gallery, Dunedin,
New Zealand
http://sm.making-doing.info
Evolving participatory & research project
around everyday resourcefulness,
making, frugality and waste.
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Building onto the existing street furniture with locally sourced ‘waste’, we
started an evolving participatory shelter and playkit, where passerbys became
co-creators and caretakers in this re-imagining of our city streets as open
workshops for weird play and relaxing times, together. Also hosted the Living.
Making, Together reading group with the University Without Conditions.
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a welcoming terrain for relaxing,
making, eating and being. together
participatory outdoor installation
nine days, size variable, 2016
with Chris Berthelsen and companions
for Changing Lanes, Auckland CBD, NZ
commissioned by Artweek Auckland,
Auckland Council Design Office & Heart
of the City.
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a convivial afternoon
workshop
one afternoon, 2015
with companions at FabCOOP, Seoul,
Korea
Workshop with maker-space FabCOOP,
combining: making from junk, walking,
curious enquiries of the makeshift
constructions of the neighbourhood,
collecting materials, inventing and
playing games, making up snack recipes
and sharing of stories.
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a stimulus terrain! for widening the margin of play
installation and furniture design
size variable, 2014
collaboration with Chris Berthelsen
part of split/fountain's distracted workshop at the 26th
International Biennial of Graphic Design, Brno, Czech
Republic
Participatory installation and furniture design,
responding to distracted workshop's focus on activities
that foster the creative process, utilising easily
sourced local materials.
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starting something we cannot finish
workshop,
one afternoon, 2014
with workshop companions
part of split/fountain's distracted workshop at the 26th
International Biennial of Graphic Design, Brno, Czech
Republic
"Creativity is just connecting things." -Steve Jobs
"Building is a special form of suggesting." - Coaching
for Results Training Guide, BBC for Business, 1994
"Play prepares us for survival in a complex world." Michael Corballis
Taking the existing actions and forms at distracted
workshop as seeds and improvising with what is at
hand, this practical workshop will invent activities to
induce mind wandering, revel in our rambling
thoughts (and hands), nurture divaricating
approaches, and explore how spaces and functions
transform through play. At least.
Join us for an afternoon of distracted improv and fine
friendship.
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making do
long-term public walks, workshops and
growing participatory publication
size variable, 2014collaboration with Chris Berthelsen and
companions
ARTSPACE, Auckland, New Zealand
http://md.making-doing.info
(below) Participatory publication, as
launched at the Auckland Zine Fest(top),
installed at the Artspace Reading
Room(bottom): visitors were free to
choose the pages they want and
assemble them with the tools provided.
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Thinking and making home remedies for frugal and friendly living
workshop with video showing tyre-sandal making from Cambodia
one day, 2015
collaboration with Chris Berthelsen and companions
EcoDay at the Sustainable Living Centre, Auckland, New Zealand
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Widen the margin of play!
waste-reuse workshops
http://makeshift.xin-cheng.info/tagged/play
several afternoons, 2014
with children from the White Building, Phnom Penh & Angkor School, Kampong Cham
part of residency with Sa Sa Art Projects, Phnom Penh, Cambodia
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Zero Yen Research and Doing Tour,
experiential research and workshops,
two months, 2016
with Chris Berthelsen and companions
Japan & New Zealand
http://jpn.making-doing.info
Experiential research on living with limited
resources, hand-made technologies,
informal use of public space, and
conviviality.

With the help of children at Akishima Kindergarten (Tokyo) we constructed
a nomadic toolkit for travelling, dwelling, workshops and activities from
found objects, gifts, and interactions with collaborators, local communities
and passerbys. We were gifted tips on nomadic living by the experts, shared
food from foraged ingredients, slept outdoors, learnt a lot about making
and repairing cardboard constructions in public spaces. This fuelled a series
of events in New Zealand, addressing issues of disaster preparation and the
shelter crisis.
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Shelter workshop for TEMP Arts
Emporium: resilience in times of climate
change,
three days, 2016
with Chris Berthelsen and companions
Corban Estate Art Centre, Henderson,
New Zealand
There might come a time when you have
the power to build your own shelters places to hang out, sleep and play - from
things that are around you.
Your buildings would be a kindness to
the world and they would be generous to
you, too.
Simply having money wouldn’t
guarantee that you could get what you
want. Water and food would have to be
appreciated. The best playthings would
be made by you and your friends.
In time you would be able to work out
how to live and do everything you want
to do, with the people that happen to be
nearby.
This life would be different from your
normal life at the moment.
But your powers of self-reliance and
cooperation would mean that you would
enjoy your everyday challenges, and seek
to solve dangerous problems. You would
laugh with your neighbours and dance in
storms.
Actually, you have these powers right
now.
This is an invitation to practice them
together.
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Fabric Forms for Sprint independent publishers and artists' books salon
interactive sculptures for performative actions
size variable, 2014
activate by Giovanni Riggio, Luca Bosani & Martina Ramponi
invited by Caterina Riva
O', Milan, Italy
(Photo: Gianluigi Cerioli, Agnese Martinuzzi)
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Wearable sculptural forms with loose
suggestive instructional drawings for
activation by the gallery volunteers
during the artists' books salon.
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Responding to the theme of sustainability and “artists growing ideas”, I
contributed a showcase of DIY, makeshift constructions and communal
environments, sourced from research and travels, free for the public to
replicate in their own homes.
<http://www.aucklandartgallery.com/page/freedom-farmers-xin-chengpropositions>
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Propositions for Freedom Farmers
mixed media installation
size variable, 2013-2014
curated by Natasha Conland
Auckland Art Gallery, New Zealand
(Photo: Jennifer French)
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Furniture designs for split/fountain
(publisher)
Cardboard furniture and audio
publication, size variable, 2016
with Chris Berthelsen, Midori
Kadokura, Youhei Shimada
for split/fountain book show at C7C
Gallery, Nagoya, Japan

furniture design and installation,
size variable, 2013
with Blaine Western & Michael Parr
for S/F project at the Physics Room
Christchurch, New Zealand

furniture design from local materials
size variable, 2012
realised by Layla Tweedie-Cullen and
Asumi Mizuo
split/fountain at the Tokyo Art Book Fair,
Tokyo, Japan
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Making-Doing Park: James Watson
Reserve
park concept design for Auckland
Council, 2014
with Chris Berthelsen & Eleanor Cooper
Auckland, New Zealand
http://jwr.making-doing.info
A programme of fine-grained
environmental research, community
consultation (three workshops with
various groups), council engagement,
and collaboration with other involved
artists. Outputs include: a concept
document, online resource, and
video/audio artefacts.

(top) Overview:
Interweaving pathways, bridges, nets
and bush explorations (red), parklets,
platforms, furniture and shelter (brown),
frugal lighting and light art (yellow),
streamscape and waterplay/hydration
terrain (blue).
(middle)Slide from Powerpoint
presentation: combining local
observations with external successful
precedents.
(bottom) Screenshot of concept
document, full version available at
http://jwr.making-doing.info
MakingDoing Park learns from diverse communitycentred designbuild precedents and
research in successful (sub)urban fabrics.
MakingDoing Park combines robust physical foundations built by trusted contractors with a
programme of collaborative making and doing (workshops/ walks/ hikoi/ dwellings/ mockup
tests/ games) for the locals to participate in, share their own knowledge, learn from, and
most importantly to create and run themselves as part of everyday life.
The (designer, council, institution) will no longer be the The Inventor, but The Caretaker or
Kaitiaki, looking after the areas where the (activities of social glue and making/living
projects) can take place. The “creative team” (organization)’s new responsibility is to
accommodate change and evolving needs, to formulate and defend the conditions by which
this fluid state of affairs can continue to exist, and to “tend to the garden”, organizing it in
such a way that everyone can cross each other's paths, again and again.
A diagrammatic overview of MakingDoing Park for James Watson Reserve (Figure 01)
illustrates the intention to bring components of creativity (knowledge & skills, motivation,
creativity skills) to life through an ongoing programme of lowkey workshops and events that
layer and interweave upon each other to create a flexible bricolage environment where
people are encouraged and assisted to transform the James Watson Reserve as a treasured
place for Doing in their everyday lives.
Directions highlighted in preliminary investigations and community discussions are distilled
into four layers of movement, play, tool, and communing which highlight the community
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From the Northeast,
performance & village ramble,
40 minutes, 2013,
text translated by Moreno Miorelli,
spoken in Italian by Alice Buosi.
Stazione di Topolo is a ten-day residency
and festival in the village of Topolo, on
the border of Italy and Slovenia. The
work responded to this peculiar context
and drew on my journey there (from
Eastern Europe)—a barefoot tour of
eighteen architectural details and
objects around the village, reflecting the
diminishing hand-made living tradition.

RM flag project
ten flags on vacant flag poles and
architecture tour by Edward Bennett,
one month, 2010,
commissioned designs by Abake, Dan
Arps, Claire Cooper, Clara Chon, Joseph
Churchward, Tony de Lautour,
Metahaven, mixrice, Warren Olds,
Daniel Webby
Auckland, New Zealand
left: map design by Clare Cooper. bottom
left: Abake (UK), bottom right:
Metahaven (NL)
I was the co-curator (with RM) and
project manager. The project temporarily
occupied an available space in the public
domain—empty flagpoles on significant
CBD buildings. It shifted our viewing
experience away from shop-front level,
up towards the rest of the buildings that
surround us.
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distracted-reader #1: Mixtures,
publication,187mm x 250mm 156 pages, 2013,
with Allan Smith, design by Layla Tweedie-Cullen
Publisher: split/fountain, Auckland, New Zealand. (Photo:
Motto Distribution)

